
TECHNICAL SERVICES

GB Technical Services provides professional 
risk management services in the areas of 
environmental, health and safety, building 
sciences, forensic engineering, and 
construction.

A successful outcome to any emergency 
response event requires a rapid response, 
thorough assessment, and development of 
a mitigation plan to protect human health 
and the environment while minimizing 
economic loss. We are uniquely qualified 
to quickly assess an incident, determine 
the required resources, and deploy and 
manage appropriate response actions. 
Our internal experts and wide array of 
resources quickly verify on-scene conditions, 
develop cleanup and remediation plans, 
prepare site-specific health and safety 
plans, and mobilize resources, virtually 
simultaneously.

We are ready to assist 24/7/365 with every 
stage of an ER event, such as an emergency  
spill response of a transport vehicle’s cargo 
or fuel system, utilizing our in-house 
capabilities  and nationwide network of 
qualified emergency response subcontractors 
and environmental specialists. We have 
experience in on-road and fixed facility 
environmental emergencies, disaster
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recovery, remediation and restoration services, 

provision of on-site safety, air quality, industrial 

hygiene and environmental consulting, 

causation analysis, receptor investigative 

services, and crisis communication and 

management. We manage all regulatory 

compliance and reporting. Our extensive 

experience and expertise have always been 

in the forefront of the environmental industry.



Office: 336-881-4183

Office: 630-228-6402

Office: 609-730-0007

Please contact one of the
following personnel directly
regarding losses.

Chip D’Angelo
Division President
Mobile: 609-462-6766

chip_dangelo@gbtpa.com

Cynthia Randall
VP, Nat’l Business Dev.
Mobile: 910-777-9194

cynthia_randall@gbtpa.com

Jonathan Hoyle, PMP
Regional Insurance 
Services  Director
Mobile: 336-442-9434

jonathan_hoyle@gbtpa.com
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We have extensive experience in managing 
emergency response events, including:

• eCall intake of loss/accident and initial 

   information collection;

• Identity and assess magnitude and nature of the ER event;

• Deploy and manage specialized equipment and 

   labor based on the scope of work;

• Conduct assessment, notification, and reporting 

   of all regulatory requirements;

• Initiate appropriate, cost-effective cleanup 

   and remediation efforts;

• Procure and manage cost-effective waste disposal;

• Maintain 360  communication among adjuster, 

   client/owner, and regulatory agencies; and

• Generate and manage a secure cloud-based

   central document repository.

Gallagher Bassett is the premier provider of global claims services, dedicated 
to exceptional customer service and demonstrably superior outcomes.
GB helps people, teams and businesses overcome adversity and loss through 
the guiding expertise of over 5,000 claims professionals, all committed to
going beyond expectations in the continuous pursuit of a better way.
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